Abstract-We propose Hybrid Transactional Replication (HTR) a novel replication scheme for highly dependable services. It combines two schemes: a transaction is executed either optimistically by only one service replica in the deferred update mode (DU), or deterministically by all replicas in the state machine mode (SM); the choice is made by an oracle. The DU mode allows for parallelism and thus takes advantage of multicore hardware. In contrast to DU, the SM mode guarantees abort-free execution, so it is suitable for irrevocable operations and transactions generating high contention. For expressiveness, transactions can be discarded or retried on demand. We formally prove that the higher flexibility of the scheme does not come at the cost of weaker guarantees for clients: HTR satisfies strong consistency guarantees akin to those provided by other popular transactional replication schemes such as Deferred Update Replication. We developed HTR-enabled Paxos STM, an object-based distributed transactional memory system, and evaluated it thoroughly under various workloads. We show the benefits of using a novel oracle, which relies on machine learning techniques for automatic adaptation to changing conditions. In our tests, the ML-based oracle provides up to 50% improvement in throughput when compared to the system running with DU-only or SM-only oracles. Our approach is inspired by a well known algorithm used in the context of the multi-armed bandit problem.
INTRODUCTION
Replication is an established method to increase service availability and dependability. It means deployment of a service on multiple machines and coordination of their actions so that a consistent state is maintained across all the service replicas. In case of a (partial) system failure operational replicas continue to provide the service.
We consider two basic models of service replication: State Machine Replication (SMR) and Deferred Update Replication (DUR). In the SMR approach [1] , each client request is first ordered among all service replicas and then processed by each replica independently. Given that the service is deterministic and all requests are executed in the same order (sequentially) by every replica, all the replicas are in a consistent state. The total order is achieved using fully distributed, fault-tolerant protocols for distributed agreement such as Total Order Broadcast (TOB) [2] . In DUR, which is an optimistic multi-primary-backup approach [3] , no replica coordination is required prior or during request execution. Instead, each request is handled by only one replica using an atomic transaction. A transaction can run in parallel with any other transactions. DUR uses an atomic commitment protocol (based, e.g., on TOB) to ensure consistency upon transaction commit. If a conflict is detected, i.e., a transaction read data modified by a concurrent but already committed transaction, the transaction revokes all changes it performed so far and subsequently restarts. In our previous work [4] [5], we analytically and experimentally compared the SMR and DUR schemes (both based on TOB). Our results show that, surprisingly, there is no clear winner-each approach has its advantages and drawbacks, and various factors such as workload type, parallelism on multicore CPUs, and network congestion have significant impact on performance of the SMR and DUR schemes. Also the schemes differ in the offered semantics. Most notably, the differences lie in support for non-deterministic operations and irrevocable operations, i.e., operations, whose effects cannot be rolled back, such as local system calls. DUR provides the support for nondeterministic operations but forbids irrevocable operations as a transaction may abort due to a conflict. SMR requires deterministic operations as they are executed by every replica independently. There are also significant differences in provided correctness guarantees: SMR typically guarantees linearizability [6] whereas DUR provides updatereal-time opacity [7] , a flavour of opacity [8] which allows aborted and read-only transactions to operate on stale but still consistent data.
This insight has led us to an idea of combining SMR and DUR into the Hybrid Transactional Replication (HTR) scheme, which we introduce in this paper. This way, we aim to achieve increased performance and more flexible semantics. Some requests (transactions) are better performed in the state machine (SM) mode, especially if they access many objects, result in large updates, or cause many conflicts (e.g., resizing and rehashing a hashtable). On the other hand, other transactions that can be easily executed concurrently benefit from execution in the deferred update (DU) mode. The execution mode is selected dynamically per transaction execution basis by an oracle. The oracle, which is supplied by the programmer and can rely on machine learning techniques for better flexibility, constantly monitors the system to determine which mode is optimal for a particular run of a transaction. Among the data gathered by the oracle are the duration of transaction execution, the latency of TOB, the size of messages, network congestion, and the system load. Since read-only transactions do not modify the system's state, they are always executed in the optimistic DU mode and commit locally without any inter-process synchronization.
As formally proven in the paper, HTR offers strong consistency guarantees which are similar to DUR's. More precisely, HTR satisfies update-real-time opacity [7] , a flavour of opacity [8] which allows aborted and read-only transactions to operate on stale but still consistent data. Compared to DUR, HTR offers richer transactional semantics with support for irrevocable operations. In HTR, transactions with irrevocable operations are simply executed in the SM mode which ensures abort-free execution.
To evaluate our ideas, we extended with HTR our optimistic distributed transactional memory (DTM) system called Paxos STM [4] [5] . Paxos STM replicates all transactional objects (objects shared by transactions) and maintains strong consistency of object replicas. Transactions are executed atomically and in isolation despite system failures, such as server crashes; the crashed servers can be recovered. For expressiveness, transactions can be rolled back or retried on demand using the rollback and retry constructs. The latter one can be used in programming idioms such as suspending the execution until a given condition is met. To our best knowledge, Paxos STM is the first replicated DTM system to provide support for irrevocable operations within transactions.
We discuss techniques useful in the process of designing an oracle policy that matches the expected workload. To facilitate automatic adaptation to changing conditions, we propose the HybirdML oracle (HybML in short), a simple yet surprisingly robust oracle for Paxos STM which relies on online machine learning. HybML treats choosing the optimal mode for transaction execution as a multi-armed bandit problem for every class of transaction defined by the programmer.
We compare the performance of HybML against two simple oracles that execute all updating transactions in either DU or SM mode. We examine scalability of the system under various workloads and show that HybML allows the system to achieve up to 50% improvement in performance compared to the DU-only or SM-only oracles. We also show that HybML quickly adapts to changing workloads. The results clearly indicate that in all cases an application can benefit from the HTR scheme.
Motivations and contributions
The motivations to conduct this research were threefold. Firstly, as our previous work [4] [5] showed that neither SMR nor DUR scheme was superior, we were eager to combine these two into a single algorithm to bring together the best of both worlds. Secondly, we are not aware of any prior research on applying transactional semantics to state machine replication for increased expressiveness. Contrary to pure SMR, we achieve greater expressiveness by incorporating the rollback and retry constructs: they enable revoking changes performed by a request and restarting the execution of a transaction if required. Thirdly, to our best knowledge our research is the first on irrevocable actions in a replicated DTM.
The main contributions of the paper are as follows:
• We proposed a novel scheme called Hybrid Transactional Replication (HTR), which combines state-machine-based and deferred-update replication schemes for better performance, scalability, and improved code expressiveness; the algorithm leverages transactional semantics and provides updatereal-time opacity as a consistency criterion, as formally proven;
• We developed HTR-enabled Paxos STM, a tool for hybrid transactional replication of services;
• We introduced an ML-based oracle for Paxos STM, which allows the system to automatically adapt to changing workloads;
• We evaluated throughput and scalability of Paxos STM under various workloads when executing all updating requests either in the SM or DU modes, or the combination of these two when using the MLbased oracle. We also demonstrated how the MLbased oracle adapts to changing workloads.
• We showed when a replicated service can benefit from HTR and discussed some techniques on how to configure the HTR algorithm for higher performance.
This paper is an extended version of our first paper on HTR [9] . In this publication, we include a formal proof of correctness for HTR and introduce and evaluate machine learning techniques for HTR's oracle.
Paper structure
The paper has the following structure. Firstly, we present related work in Section 2. Next, we briefly discuss the SMR and DUR models in Section 3. Then, in Section 4, we present the HTR algorithm and discuss its characteristics. Next, in Section 5, we show the results of the evaluation of HTR-enabled Paxos STM by comparing its performance and scalability under diverse workloads and oracles. Finally, we conclude with Section 6.
RELATED WORK
In this section we present work relevant to our research.
Transactional replication
Over the years, multiple data and service replication techniques have emerged (see [3] for a survey). They differ in offered semantics, as well as performance under various workloads. We focus on replication schemes that offer strong consistency.
State Machine Replication (SMR) [1] [10] [11] [12] (described in detail in Section 3.2), is the simplest and most commonly used non-transactional replication scheme. SMR uses a distributed agreement protocol to execute client requests on all processes (replicas) in the same order. For replica coordination, various fault-tolerant synchronization algorithms for totally ordering events were proposed (see, e.g., [13] [14] among others). More recently, Total Order Broadcast has been used for request dissemination among replicas (see [2] for a survey of TOB algorithms and [3] for further references). Also implementations of TOB with optimistic delivery of messages are used to build systems based on state replication, e.g., [15] [16] [17] [18] .
Deferred Update Replication [3] , described in detail in Section 3.3, is a basic replication scheme which features transactional semantics. DUR is based on a multi-primary-backup approach which, unlike SMR, allows multiple (updating) client requests to be executed concurrently (as atomic transactions). Various flavors of DUR are implemented in several commercial database systems, including Ingres, MySQL Cluster and Oracle. These implementations use 2PC [19] as the atomic commitment protocol. In this work, we consider DUR based on TOB [2] . This approach is advocated by several authors because of its non-blocking nature and predictable behaviour (see [20] [21] [22] among others). Most recently, it has been implemented in D2STM [23] and in our system called Paxos STM [4] [9] (characterised in Section 5). It has also been used as part of the coherence protocols of S-DUR [24] and RAM-DUR [25] .
In our previous work [4] [5], we compared SMR and DUR both theoretically and practically and showed that neither scheme is superior in general. We discuss the differences between the schemes in Section 3.4.
HTR is also a strongly consistent replication scheme based on TOB. As we discuss in Section 4, HTR shares many similarities with both SMR and DUR by allowing transactions to be executed either in a pessimistic or optimistic mode, resembling request or transaction execution in SMR or DUR, respectively. As SMR and DUR, HTR fits the framework of transactional replication (TR) [26] , which formalizes the interaction between clients and the replicated system. The programming model of TR corresponds to Distributed Transactional Memory (DTM), as discussed below. HTR offers guarantees on transaction execution, which are similar to those provided by DUR (see Section 4.4).
There are a number of optimistic replication protocols that, similarly to HTR, have their roots in DUR. For example, in Postgres-R [27] , TOB is only used to broadcast the updates produced by a transaction; a decision regarding transaction commit or abort is sent in a separate (not ordered) broadcast. PolyCert [28] can switch between three TOB-based certification protocols, which differ in the way the readsets of updating transactions are handled. Executive DUR (E-DUR) [29] streamlines transaction certification with the leader of the Paxos protocol. Note that all the above mentioned protocols are aimed only at increasing the throughput of DUR and not at extending the transactional semantics of the base protocol, as in case of HTR (see also Section 2.3).
Distributed Transactional Memory Systems
The model of replication considered in this work closely corresponds to some Distributed Transactional Memory systems. DTM evolved as an extension of local (nondistributed) transactional memory [30] to distributed environment. In TM, transactions are used to synchronize accesses to shared data items and are meant as an alternative to lock-based synchronization mechanisms. TM also has been proposed as an efficient hardware-supported mechanism for implementing monitors [31] .
We added the HTR functionality to Paxos STM [4] , which is an object-based DTM system that we developed to compare SMR and DUR and then used as a testbed for the E-DUR scheme [29] . It builds on JPaxos [32] -a highly optimized implementation of the Paxos algorithm [33] .
Several other DTM systems were developed so far, e.g., Anaconda [34] , Cluster-STM [35] , DiSTM [36] , Hyflow [37] and Hyflow2 [38] . Notably, our system was designed from ground up as a fully distributed, fault-tolerant system, in which crashed replicas can recover. Unlike DiSTM, there is no central coordinator, which could become a bottleneck under high workload. The TOB-based transaction certification protocol implemented by Paxos STM simplifies the architecture, limits the number of communication steps and avoids deadlocks altogether (unlike the commit protocols in Anaconda or Hyflow/Hyflow2). The use of TOB also helps with graceful handling of replica crashes (which, e.g., are not considered in Cluster-STM). The closest design to ours is the one represented by D2STM [23] , which also employs full replication and transaction certification based on TOB. However, unlike Paxos STM, D2STM does not allow replicas to be recovered after crash nor transactions to contain irrevocable operations.
Transaction semantics
As mentioned earlier, HTR allows irrevocable operations in transactions executed in the SM mode, which are guaranteed to commit (see Section 4.2). The problem of irrevocable operations has been researched in the context of nondistributed TM (see e.g., [39] [40] [41] [42] among other). These operations are typically either forbidden, postponed until commit, or switched into an ad hoc pessimistic mode [43] . Some solutions for starved transactions (i.e., transaction, which repeatedly abort) are relevant here, e.g., based on a global lock [44] or leases [45] . The former is not optimal as it impacts the capability of the system to process transactions concurrently (unlike in HTR, where multiple transactions in the DU mode can execute concurrently with a transaction in the SM mode). On the other hand, the latter solution does not guarantee abort-free execution and requires a transaction to be first executed fully optimistically at least once. More recently, Atomic RMI, a fully-pessimistic DTM system, which provides support for irrevocable operations has been presented in [46] and [47] . Unlike our system, in which transactions are local in scope and data is consistently replicated, Atomic RMI implements distributed transactions and does not replicate data across different machines.
In database systems, there exists work on allowing nondeterministic operations, so also irrevocable operations. In [48] , a centralized preprocessor is used to split a transaction into a sequence of subtransactions that are guaranteed to commit. Each subtransaction requires a separate broadcast, thus significantly increasing latency in transaction execution.
Protocol switching
Since in HTR a transaction can be executed in two different modes, solutions which allow for protocol switching are relevant. For example, PolyCert [28] features three certification protocols that differ in the way the readsets of updating transactions are handled. Morph-R [49] features three interchangeable replication protocols (primary-backup, distributed locking based on 2PC, and TOB-based certification), which can be switched according to the current needs. Contrary to PolyCert and Morph-R, our approach aims at the ability to execute transactions in different modes with the mode chosen on per-transaction-run basis. Additionally, our system considers a much wider set of parameters and can be tuned by the programmer for the application-specific characteristics. Hyflow [50] allows various modes of accessing objects needed by a transaction: migrating them locally and caching (data flow) or invoking remote calls on them (control flow). StarTM [51] uses static code analysis to select between the execution satisfying snapshot isolation (SI) and serializability for increased performance.
In AKARA [52] , a transaction may be executed either by all replicas as in SMR, or by one replica with updates propagated after transaction finishes execution, in a somewhat similar way to which it is done in DUR. In the latter case, execution can proceed either in an optimistic or in a pessimistic fashion, according to a schedule established prior to transaction execution using conflict classes. However, in both cases the protocol requires two broadcast messages for every transaction: a TOB message to establish the final delivery order and a reliable broadcast message with the transaction's updates (DUR and HTR require only one broadcast for every transaction). Unlike in HTR, in AKARA the execution mode is predetermined for every transaction and depends on the transaction type.
Approaches that combine locks and transactions are also relevant. In [53] , Java monitors can dynamically switch between the lock-based and TM-based implementations. Similarly, adaptive locks [43] enable critical sections that are protected either by mutexes or executed as transactions. However, the above two approaches use a fixed policy. In our approach, the HTR oracles implement a switching policy that can adapt to changing conditions.
Machine learning techniques
The mechanisms implemented in our ML-based oracle for HTR are heavily inspired by some algorithms well known in the ML community. Most importantly, HybML implements a policy that is similar to the epsilon-greedy strategy for the multi-armed bandit problem (see [54] for the original definition of the problem, [55] for the proof of convergence, and [56] for the survey of the algorithms solving the problem). However, some crucial distinctions can be made between the original approach and ours. We discuss them in detail in Section 4.6.
A survey of self-tuning schemes for the algorithms and parameters used in various DTM systems can be found in [57] . A few ML-based mechanisms have been used in some of the transactional systems we discussed before. PolyCert [28] implements two ML approaches to select the optimal certification protocol. The first is an offline approach based on regressor decision trees, whereas the second uses the Upper Confidence Bounds algorithm, typically used in the context of the multi-armed bandit problem. Because the used certification protocols behave differently under various workloads, in the latter approach the authors decided to discretize the workload state space using the size of readsets generated during execution of transactions. This differs from our approach, since in HybML we solve the multi-armed bandit problem independently for every class of transactions. The rough classification, which can be much finer than in PolyCert, is provided by the user. Morph-R [49] uses three different black-box offline learning techniques to build a prediction model used to determine the optimal replication schemes for the current workload, i.e., decision-trees, neural networks, and support vector machines. Such heavy-duty ML approaches are not suitable for our purposes because HTR selects an execution mode for each transaction run independently and not for the whole system once every several minutes, as it is usually the case in typical applications of ML techniques (see, e.g., [58] [59]). Hyflow [37] uses heuristics to switch between the data-flow and control-flow modes, but the authors do not provide details on the mechanisms used.
THE CONTEXT OF HTR
In this section, we describe the context for the HTR algorithm. We begin with the description of the system model. Then, we present the SMR and DUR replication schemes (we follow the description of algorithms from [26] and [7] ). Finally, we briefly discuss strengths and weaknesses of both approaches.
System model
The model consists of a set P = {p 1 , p 2 , ..., p n } of n service processes (replicas) running on independent machines (nodes) connected via a network. The processes communicate only by means of messages. External entities (clients) issue requests (also called transactions) to any of the replicas and receive responses once the requests are processed. A client can issue only one request at a time. A request consists of a unique identifier id , a program prog to be executed and arguments args, which are necessary to execute the program. Some requests may be marked as read-only (RO), i.e., they do not alter the system's state. Updating requests (also called read-write (RW) requests) may or may not contain operations that modify the system's state. We assume a crash-recovery failure model, where crash of at most n 2 − 1 processes is tolerated. After recovery, a failed process can rejoin the system at any time. We also assume availability of a failure detector Ω which is the weakest failure detector capable of solving distributed consensus in the presence of failures [60] . The discussed algorithms are memory model agnostic, i.e., they can be used in either the object-or memoryword-based environments. To match our implementation, we assume an object-oriented memory model.
State Machine Replication
In SMR [1] [10] [11] , for which we give the pseudocode in Algorithm 1, a service is fully replicated by every process.
Each client request, which can be handled by any replica, consists of three elements: a unique id , prog, which specifies the operations to be executed and args, which holds the arguments needed for the program execution. Prior to execution, the request is broadcast to all replicas using TO-BROADCAST (line 3). Only then each replica executes the request independently (line 6). After the request is executed, the thread that originally received the request returns the response to the client (line 4). Note that for brevity we omit in the pseudocode some data structures holding a history of clients' requests, which have to be maintained to provide fault-tolerance in case of the loss of request/response messages.
Since all replicas start from the same initial state and process all requests in the same order (thanks to the properties of TOB), the state of the service is replicated on all machines. Naturally, execution of each request has to be deterministic. Otherwise, the consistency among replicas could not be preserved as the replicas might advance differently.
Note that SMR does not differentiate between read-only and updating requests. In an optimized version, SMR may execute multiple read-only requests concurrently, with no inter-replica synchronization [61] . In practice, however, such implementations are not common due to their increased complexity and limited scalability (all updating requests still need to be executed sequentially by all replicas).
Deferred Update Replication
Now we focus on DUR [3] in its basic version, in which all data items (shared objects) managed by the replicated service are fully replicated on each replica. We give the pseudocode for DUR in Algorithm 2.
Unlike in SMR, in DUR, every request (transaction) is executed only by a single replica and all replicas can execute different requests concurrently (also in separate threads on multiple processor cores). From the client's point of view, each transaction runs sequentially with respect to any other concurrent transactions in the system. Transaction execution happens optimistically and in isolation on local copies of shared objects (line 23). Additionally, all accesses to shared objects are recorded independently for each transaction (in the readset, line 26, and the updates set, line 30, both kept as a part of the transaction descriptor, line 15). This information is disseminated among replicas (using TOB, line 37), once the transaction enters the committing phase (calls the COMMIT procedure, line 31). It is the only moment in a transaction's lifetime that requires replica synchronization.
Upon delivery of a message with state updates and information about accesses to shared objects performed by if request with r.id handled locally by thread q then 8:
resq ← res a transaction (line 43), each replica independently certifies the transaction (line 44). It means that the replica checks whether the committing transaction had read any shared objects modified by a concurrent but already committed transaction (see below how DUR establishes the precedence order between transactions). This is done by comparing the updates sets of the already committed updating transactions (stored in the Log variable), with the readset of the committing transaction. If none of the sets intersect, the transaction commits, the state modification it produced are made visible (lines [45] [46] [47] [48] , and the response is returned to the client (line 19). Otherwise the transaction is rolled back and restarted (line 24). DUR establishes the precedence order between transaction, using a logical clock. To this end, each process of DUR maintains a global variable LC , which is incremented every time a process applies updates of a transaction (line 45). LC is used to mark the start and the end of the transaction execution (lines 22 and 46). For transaction descriptors t i and t j of any two transactions T i and T j (T i = T j ) in any execution of DUR, if t i .end ≤ t j .start, then T i preceeds (in real-time) T j ; otherwise T i and T j are concurrent. LC also allows the process to track whether its state is recent enough to execute the client's request (line 17). For that we require that there is an additional element passed along with every client request (the clock variable, line 17) and every client response (the current value of the LC variable, line 19, see below).
To ensure that a live transaction always executes on a consistent state, we perform partial transaction certifications upon every read operation (line 27). However, these procedures are done only locally and do not involve any interreplica synchronization.
Read-only transactions, i.e., transactions that did not perform any updating operations (line 33), do not require inter-process synchronization in order to commit, because their execution does not result in any changes to the local or replicated state. Once a read-only transaction finishes execution, it can safely commit straight away (line 35). All possible conflicts would have been detected earlier, upon read operations (line 27). Note that for updating transactions, we perform an additional certification just prior to broadcasting its transaction descriptor (line 36). This step is not mandatory, but allows the process to detect conflicts earlier, and thus sometimes avoids costly network communication.
To manage the control flow of a transaction, the programmer can use two additional procedures: ROLLBACK (line 40), which stops the execution of a transaction and revokes all the changes it performed so far, and RETRY (line 38), which forces a transaction to rollback and restart.
For clarity, we make several simplifications. Firstly, we use a single global (reentrant) lock to synchronize operations on LC (lines 22, 45, 46) , Log (lines 8 and 47) and the accesses to transactional objects (lines 28 and 48). Secondly, we allow Log to grow indefinitely. Log can easily be kept small by garbage collecting information about the already committed transactions that ended before the oldest live transaction started its execution in the system. Thirdly, we use the same certification procedure for both the certification test performed upon every read operation (line 27) and the if transaction with t.id executed locally by thread q then outcomeq ← success certification test that happens after a transaction descriptor is delivered to the main thread (line 44). In practice, doing so would be very inefficient, because upon every read operation we check for the conflicts against all the concurrent transactions (line 8), thus performing much of the same work again and again. However, these repeated actions can be easily avoided by associating the accessed shared objects with a version number equal to the value of LC at the time the objects were most recently modified.
SMR vs DUR comparison
In many cases SMR proves to be highly efficient although it allows no parallelism (or limited parallelism in its optimized version). In fact, when a workload is not CPU intensive, it performs much better than DUR [4] [5] . Also SMR is relatively easy to implement, because most of the complexity is hidden behind TOB. A major drawback of SMR is that it requires a replicated service to be deterministic. Otherwise consistency could not be preserved.
Contrary to SMR, in DUR parallelism is supported for read-only as well as updating transactions by default-each transaction is executed by a single replica in a separate thread and in isolation. This way DUR takes better advantage over modern multicore hardware. However, the performance of DUR is limited for workloads generating high contention. It is because in such conditions transactions may be aborted numerous times before eventually committing. Aborting live transactions as soon as they are known to be in conflict with a transaction that had just recently committed may help but only to some degree.
DUR requires no synchronization (no communication step) among replicas for read-only transactions as they do not change the local or replicated state. This way read-only requests are handled by DUR much more efficiently compared to SMR. Additionally, in DUR read-only transactions can be provided with abort-free execution guarantee by introducing the multiversioning scheme. [62] [26] . Multiversioning allows multiple versions of all transactional objects to be stored while being transparent to the programmer, i.e., at any moment only one version of any transactional object is accessible by a transaction. Paxos STM, which we extended with the HTR algorithm presented in this paper, implements both early conflict detection as well as the multiversioning scheme.
Usually there is a significant difference in the size of network messages communicated between replicas in SMR and DUR. In DUR, the broadcast messages contain transaction descriptors with readsets and updates sets. The size of these messages can be significant even for a medium sized transaction. Large messages cause strain on the TOB mechanism and increase transaction certification overhead. On the other hand, in SMR usually the requests consist only of an identifier of a method to be executed and data required for its execution; these messages are often as small as 100B.
DUR supports concurrency on multicore architectures. Concurrent programming is error-prone but atomic transactions greatly help to write correct programs. Firstly, operations defined within a transaction appear as a single logical operation whose results are seen entirely or not at all. Secondly, concurrent execution of transactions is deadlock-free which guarantees progress. Moreover, the rollback and retry constructs enhance expressiveness. However, as mentioned earlier, irrevocable operations are not permitted since at any moment a transaction may be forced to abort and restart due to conflicts with other transactions.
Both SMR and DUR offer strong consistency guarantees. SMR ensures linearizability [6] . On the other hand, DUR guarantees update-real-time opacity [63] [7] , a flavour of opacity [8] which allows aborted and read-only transactions to operate on stale but still consistent data. As shown in [7] , when transactions are hidden from clients, DUR provides update-real-time linearizability which is strictly weaker than (real-time) linearizability offered by SMR (requests that modify the system's state are provided the same guarantees in both SMR and DUR).
HYBRID TRANSACTIONAL REPLICATION
In this section, we define Hybrid Transactional Replication (HTR), a novel transactional replication scheme that seamlessly merges DUR and SMR. First, we discuss the transaction oracle-the key new component of our algorithm. Next, we explain the HTR algorithm by presenting its pseudocode and giving the proof of correctness. Then, we briefly discuss the strengths of HTR. Finally, we present two approaches to creating an oracle: a manual, tailored for a given workload, and an automatic, based on machine learning.
Transaction oracle
Our aim was to seamlessly merge the SMR and DUR schemes, so that requests (transactions) can be executed in either scheme depending on the desired performance considerations and execution guarantees (e.g., support for irrevocable operations). Transaction oracle (or oracle, in short) is a mechanism that for a given transaction's run is able to assess the best execution mode: either the SM mode, which resembles request execution using SMR, or the DU mode, which is analogous to executing a request using DUR. The oracle may rely on hints declared by the programmer as well as on dynamically collected statistics, i.e., data regarding various aspects of system's performance, such as:
• duration of various phases of transaction processing, e.g., execution time of a request's (transaction's) code, TOB latency, and duration of transaction certification,
• abort rate, i.e., the ratio of aborted transaction runs to all execution attempts, Declared read-only transactions, i.e., transactions known a priori to be read-only, are always executed in the DU mode since they do not alter the local or replicated state and thus do not require distributed certification. Hence, decisions made by the oracle only regard updating transactions.
Since the hardware and the workload can vary between the replicas the system can use different oracles at different nodes and independently change them at runtime when desired. For brevity, in the description of the algorithm we abstract away the details of the oracle implementation and treat it as a black box with only two functions: FEED(data ), used to update the oracle with data collected over the last transaction's run, regardless of the outcome, and QUERY(request ), used to decide in which mode a new transaction is to be executed).
The problem of creating a well-performing oracle is nontrivial and depends on the expected type of workload. In Section 4.5 we discuss a handful of tips on how to build an oracle that matches the expected workload. Then, in Section 4.6, we also show an oracle which uses machine learning techniques to automatically adjust its policy to changes in the workload.
Specification
Below we describe the HTR algorithm, whose pseudocode is given in Algorithm 3. HTR is essentially DUR (Algorithm 2), extended with the SMR scheme (Algorithm 1) and the UPDATEORACLESTATISTICS procedure (line 13) that feeds the oracle with the statistics collected in a particular run of a transaction before the transaction is committed, rolled back, or retried.
Note that HTR features two sets of functions/procedures facilitating execution of a transaction (i.e., read and write operations on shared objects) and managing the control flow of the transaction (i.e., procedures used to commit, rollback or retry the transaction). One set of functions/procedures is used by transactions executed in the DU mode (lines [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] and one is used by transactions executed in the SM mode (lines 74-91).
When transaction is about to be executed, the oracle is queried to determine the execution mode for this particular transaction run (line 23). When the DU mode is chosen (line 24), a transaction, called a DU transaction, is executed and certified exactly as in DUR. It means that it is executed locally (line 27) and only once commit is attempted (line 37) and the transaction passes local certification (line 42), it is broadcast using TOB (line 43) to all replicas to undergo the final certification. On the other hand, when the SM mode is chosen (line 28), the request is first broadcast using TOB (line 29) and then executed on all replicas as an SM transaction (lines 70-73). The execution of SM transactions happens in the same thread which is responsible for certifying DU transactions and applying the updates they produced. It means that at most one SM transaction can execute at a time and its execution does not interleave with handling of commit of DU transactions. However, the algorithm does not prevent concurrent execution of an SM transaction and multiple DU transactions; only the certification test and the state update operations of these DU transactions may be delayed until the SM transaction is completed.
Since the execution of an SM transaction is never interrupted by receipt of a transaction descriptor of a DU transaction, no SM transaction is ever aborted. It means that an SM transaction does not need to be certified and can commit straight away (lines 81-84). For the same reason, reading a shared object does not involve checking for conflicts (line 75) and reading the current value of LC (line 71) does not have to be guarded by a lock.
Naturally, an SM transaction has to be deterministic, so that the state of the system is kept consistent across replicas.
Note that after every transaction's run (regardless of the used execution mode and the fate of the transaction, i.e., whether the transaction commits, aborts or is rolled back), the statistics gathered during the run are fed to the oracle (lines 44 and 65) .
Because the pseudocode of HTR is based on the pseudocode we provided for DUR (Algorithm 2), there are similar simplifications in both pseudocodes: we use a single global (reentrant) lock to synchronize operations on LC (lines 26, 56, 57, 81, 82), Log (lines 8, 58, 83) , and the accesses to transactional objects (lines 34, 59, 84), we allow Log to grow indefinitely and we use the same certification procedure for both the certification test performed upon every read operation for DU transactions (line 33) and the certification test that happens after a transaction descriptor of a DU transaction is delivered to the main thread (line 55). The limitations introduced by these simplifications can be mitigated in a similar manner as in DUR.
Characteristics
Below we present the advantages of the HTR algorithm compared to the exclusive use of the schemes discussed in Section 3. We also discuss the potential performance benefits that will be evaluated experimentally in Section 5.
Expressiveness
Implementing services using the original SMR replication scheme is straightforward since it does not involve any changes to the service code. However, the programmer does not have any constructs to express control-flow other than the execution of a request in its entirety. In our HTR replication scheme, the programmer can use expressive transactional primitives ROLLBACK and RETRY to withdraw any changes made by transactions and to retry transactions (possibly in a different replication mode). In this sense, these constructs are analogous to DUR's, but they are also applicable for transactions executed in the pessimistic SM mode. Upon retry, the SM transaction is not immediately reexecuted on each node. Instead, the control-flow returns to the thread which is responsible for handling the original request. The oracle is then queried again, to determine in which mode the transaction should be reexecuted. Similarly, reexecution of DU transactions is also controlled by the oracle.
Constructs such as RETRY can be used to suspend execution of a request until a certain condition is met. Note that in SMR doing so is not advisable since it would effectively block the whole system. It is because in SMR all requests are executed serially in the order they are received. On the contrary, when RETRY is called from within an SM transaction, the HTR algorithm rolls back the transaction and allows it to be restarted when the condition is met.
Irrevocable operations
In DUR, transactions may be aborted and afterwards restarted due to conflicts with other older transactions. Thus, they are forbidden to perform irrevocable operations whose side effects cannot be rolled back (such as local system calls). Irrevocable (or inevitable) transactions are transactions that contain irrevocable operations. Support for such transactions is problematic and has been subject of extensive research in the context of non-distributed TM (see Section 2.3). However, the proposed methods and algorithms are not directly transferable to distributed TM systems where problems caused by distribution, partial failures, and communication must also be considered. Below we explain how the HTR algorithm deals with irrevocable transactions.
In the HTR algorithm, irrevocable transactions are executed exclusively in the SM mode, thus guaranteeing abortfree execution, which is necessary for correctness. It also means that only one irrevocable transaction is executed at a time. However, our scheme does not prevent DU transactions to be executed in parallel-only certification and the subsequent process of applying updates of DU transactions (in case of successful certification) must be serialized with execution of SM transactions. Since an SM transaction runs on every replica, we only consider deterministic irrevocable transactions. Non-deterministic transactions would require acquisition of a global lock or a token to be executed exclusively on a single replica. Alternatively, some partially centralized approaches could be employed, as in [48] . However, they introduce additional communication steps, increase latency, and may force concurrent transactions to wait a significant amount of time to commit.
We forbid the ROLLBACK and RETRY primitives in irrevocable transactions (as in [42] and other TM systems) since they may leave the system in an inconsistent state. 1 
Performance
As mentioned in Section 3.2, it is not straightforward to optimize the original SMR scheme to handle read-only requests in parallel with other (read-only or updating) requests. However, in the HTR algorithm, read-only transactions are executed only by one replica, in parallel with any updating transactions-there is no need for synchronization among replicas to handle the read-only transactions.
HTR can benefit from the multiversioning optimization in the same way as can the DUR scheme. In HTR extended with this optimization read-only transactions are guaranteed abort-free execution thus boosting HTR's performance for workloads dominated by read-only requests. The implementation of HTR, which we use in our tests, implements the multiversioning optimization (see Section 5) .
Unless an updating transaction is irrevocable (thus executed in the SM mode) or non-deterministic (thus executed in the DU mode), it can be handled by HTR in either mode for increased performance. The choice is made by the HTR oracle that constantly gathers statistics during system execution and can dynamically adapt to the changing workload (which may vary between the replicas). In Section 4.5, we discuss the tuning of the oracle and in Section 4.6 we introduce an oracle, which relies on machine learning techniques for dynamic adaptation to changing conditions.
Correctness
Below we give formal results on the correctness of HTR. The reference safety property we aim for is update-realtime opacity which we introduced in [7] and used to prove correctness of DUR. Roughly speaking, update-real-time opacity is satisfied, if for every execution of an algorithm (represented by some history H) it is possible to construct a sequential history S such that: 1) H is equivalent to S, i.e., H and S contain the same set of transactions, all read and write operations return the same values and the matching transactions commit with the same outcome, 2) every transaction in S is legal, i.e. the values of shared objects read by the transaction are not produced out of thin air but match the specification of the shared objects, and 1. Interestingly, Atomic RMI [47] , a fully pessimistic distributed (but not replicated) TM system, allows nondeterministic irrevocable operations to be performed inside transactions.
Algorithm 3 Hybrid Transactional Replication for process
if (oid, obj ) ∈ t.updates then value ← obj 5:
else value ← retrieve object oid 6:
for all t ∈ L do 10:
writeset ← {oid : ∃(oid, obj ) ∈ t.updates} 11:
if readset ∩ writeset = ∅ then return failure 12: return success 13: procedure UPDATEORACLESTATISTICS(txDescriptor t) 14:
TransactionOracle 3) S respects real-time order for committed updating transactions in H, i.e., for any two committed updating transactions T i and T j , if T i ended before T j started then T i appears before T j in S.
However, it is impossible to directly prove that HTR satisfies update-real-time opacity due to a slight model mismatch, as we now explain. Recall that in HTR, every time a request is executed in the SM mode, multiple identical transactions are executed across whole system (the transactions operate on the same state and produce the same updates). In the formalization of update-real-time opacity (which is identical to the formalization of the original definition of opacity by Guerraoui and Kapalka), every such transaction is treated independently. Therefore, unless such an SM transaction did not perform any modifications or rollback on demand, it is impossible to construct such a sequential history S, in which every transaction is legal. 2 However, we can show that execution of multiple SM transactions regarding the same client request is equivalent to an execution of a single transaction (on some replica) followed by dissemination of updates to all processes, as in case of a DU transaction. Therefore, we propose a mapping called SMreduce, which allows us to reason about the correctness of HTR. Roughly speaking, under the SMreduce mapping of some history of HTR, for any group of SM transactions regarding the same request r, such that the processes that executed the transactions applied the updates produced by 2. As a counter example consider an execution of HTR featuring a single client request which is executed as an SM transaction on every replica: a transaction first reads 0 from a transactional object x and subsequently increments the value of x, i.e., writes 1 to x. Even for 2 replicas, it is impossible to construct a legal sequential history featuring all the SM transactions.
the transactions, we allow only the first transaction of the group in the history to commit; other transactions appear aborted in the transformed history. The detailed definition of SMreduce, together with formal proof of correctness can be found in Appendix A.
Before we prove that HTR satisfies update-real-time opacity under the SMreduce mapping, we first show that HTR does not satisfy a slightly stronger property, writereal-time opacity, and thus also does not guarantee real-time opacity (which is equivalent to the original definition of opacity [8] , as shown in [7] ). 
Tuning the oracle
As pointed out in [64] , DTM workloads that are commonly considered are usually highly diversified in regard to the execution times and to the number of objects accessed by each transaction (this is also reflected in our benchmark tests in Section 5). However, the execution times of the majority of transactions are way under 1 ms. Therefore, the mechanisms that add to transaction execution time have to be lightweight or otherwise the benefits of having two execution modes will be overshadowed by the costs of maintaining an oracle.
In the HTR algorithm, the oracle is defined by only two methods that have to be provided by the programmer. Combined with multiple parameters collected by the system at runtime, the oracle allows for a flexible solution that can be tuned for a particular application. Our experience with HTR-enabled Paxos STM and multiple benchmarks shows that there are the two most important factors that should be considered when implementing an oracle:
• Keeping abort rate low. A high abort rate means that many transactions executed in the DU mode are rolled back (multiple times) before they finally commit. This undesirable behaviour can be prevented by executing some (or all) of them in the SM mode. The SM mode can also be chosen for transactions consisting of operations that are known to generate a lot of conflicts, such as resizing a hashtable. On the contrary, the DU mode is good for transactions that do not cause high contention, so can be executed in parallel thus taking advantage of modern multicore hardware.
• Choosing the SM mode for transactions that are known to generate large messages when executed optimistically in the DU mode. Large messages increase network congestion and put strain on the TOB mechanism, thus decreasing its performance. The execution of an SM transaction usually only requires broadcasting the name of the method to be invoked; such messages are often shorter than 100B.
Note also that since SM transactions are guaranteed to commit, they do not require certification, which eliminates the certification overhead. This overhead (in the DU mode) is proportional to the size of transactions' readsets and updates sets.
In [9] we evaluated HTR-enabled Paxos STM using manually devised oracles that were designed to fit the expected workload. The oracles delivered good performance, even though the oracles' policies were very simple: they either limited the abort rate, had transaction execution modes predefined for each transaction type or simply executed in the SM mode transactions which were known a priori to cause high contention.
Naturally, the more complex the application, the more difficult designing an oracle which works well. Moreover, manually defined oracles have limited capability to adjust to changing workloads. Therefore we decided to create mechanisms that aid the programmer in devising oracles that can adopt to varying conditions.
Machine-Learning-based oracle
Before we describe our machine learning (ML) based approach to creating oracles, let us first reflect on the constraints of our environment and the requirements that we set.
Requirements and assumptions
Determining the optimal execution mode for each transaction run (in a certain state of the system) can be considered a classification problem. Solving such problems is often accomplished by employing offline machine learning techniques such as decision trees, nearest neighbours or neural networks [65] . However, it seems that resorting to such (computation-heavy) mechanisms in our case is not most advantageous because of the high volatility of the environment which we consider. Our system scarcely uses stable storage (whose performance is typically the limiting factor in database and distributed storage systems) and thus Paxos STM's performance is sensitive even to small changes in the CPU load. In turn, the changes could be caused by variance in one or many aspects of the workload such as sizes of received requests, shared object access patterns, request execution times, number of clients, contention levels, etc. Therefore, we opted for reinforcement learning techniques, i.e., approaches which learn by observing the rewards on the already made decisions.
Naturally, the primary limitation for the automated oracle is that the mechanism it relies on cannot incur a noticeable overhead on transaction processing. Otherwise, any gains resulting from choosing an optimal execution mode would be overshadowed by the time required for training the oracle or querying it. It means that we had to resort to lightweight ML techniques that are neither CPU nor memory intensive (see below). Also, the ML mechanism must work well in a multithreaded environment. This can be tricky because each query to the oracle is followed by a feedback on transaction execution passed to the ML mechanism. Note that the statistics gathered on a particular transaction run heavily depend on the overall load of the system, therefore calculating the reward (used by the ML mechanism to learn) is not straightforward.
Ideally, before a transaction is executed, the oracle should know what objects the transaction will access and approximately how long the execution will take. This is typically done in, e.g., SQL query optimizers featured in most of the database engines. Unfortunately, obtaining such information in our case is very difficult. It is because in our system transactions may contain arbitrary code and are specified in Java, a rich programming language, which enables complex constructs. One could try static code analysis as in [66] , but this approach tends to be expensive and not that accurate in general case. However, it is reasonable to assume that not every request (transaction) arriving in the system is completely different from any of the already executed ones. Therefore, transactions can be clustered based on some easily obtainable information (e.g., content of the arguments passed alongside transaction's code), statistics on past executions that aborted due to conflicts or simple hints given by the programmer. The latter could range from, e.g., a qualitative level of contention generated by the transaction (low, medium, high), to the number of objects accessed by the transaction compared to other transactions, or to as straightforward as a unique number which identifies a given class of transactions (as in our system, see below).
Multi-armed bandit problem inspired approach
The ML-based oracle called HybridML (or HybML in short), which we propose, relies on a rough classification provided by the programmer. As mentioned above, the classification may involve various elements but we investigate the simplest one, in which similar transactions have the same number associated with them. We say that transactions with the same number form a class. For example, a class can be formed out of transactions which perform money transfer operations between pairs of accounts. Such transactions are inherently similar despite moving funds between different pairs of accounts. The similarities regard, e.g., shared objects access pattern, CPU utilization, broadcast message sizes, etc. 3 HybML is inspired by and closely resembles the epsilongreedy strategy for solving the multi-armed bandit problem (see [54] [55] for the problem and [56] for algorithms). In the multi-armed bandit problem there is a number of slot machines which, when played, return a random reward from a fixed but unknown probability distribution specific to that machine. The goal is to maximize the sum of rewards in a sequence of plays. In the epsilon-greedy strategy, in any given play with some small probability a random slot machine is chosen. In the majority of plays, however, the chosen machine is the one that has been performing best in the previous rounds. Varying the value of enables balancing of exploration and exploitation.
Roughly speaking, in HybML we use a slightly modified version of the epsilon-greedy strategy to solve the twoarmed bandit problem for each class independently (with DU and SM modes corresponding to the two slot machines). Firstly, HybML determines whether to optimize the network or CPU usage. In the former case, HybML aims at choosing an execution mode in which broadcast messages are smaller.
Otherwise, HybML decides on an execution mode in which the transaction can execute and commit more quickly.
The exact way in which HybML works is a bit more complicated. When a new transaction is about to start, HybML first checks what was the preferred execution mode for the given class of transactions. Then, depending on the most prevalent mode, it randomly chooses the execution mode with probabilities DU or SM (below we explain the reason for managing two values of instead of just one). Otherwise, HybML tries to optimize either network or CPU usage, depending on which is the observed bottleneck under a given workload. HybML always first ensures that network is not saturated, because saturating a network always results in degradation of performance (see [4] and [5] ). To this end, HybML compares the values of moving averages, which store message sizes for either execution mode, and chooses a mode which corresponds to smaller messages. If, on the other hand, CPU is the limiting factor, HybML relies on moving medians, which store the duration of transaction execution and commit (see also the discussion in Section 4.6.3 for the reasons on using moving medians instead of moving averages in case of optimizing CPU usage). Since unlike SM transactions, DU transactions can abort, HybML stores additional moving averages and medians to account for aborted DU transactions. This way, by knowing abort rate (measured independently for each class and accounting separately for conflicts detected before and after the network communication phase), HybML can estimate the overall cost of executing and committing a DU transaction (in terms of both network traffic and execution time).
Note that the average cost of a single attempt to execute (and hopefully commit) a transaction in the DU mode is smaller compared to the cost of executing a transaction in the SM mode. It is because a DU transaction can abort due to a conflict and an SM transaction is guaranteed to commit. When a DU transaction aborts, no costly state update is performed and sometimes, if the conflict is detected before performing the broadcast operation, no resources are wasted on network communication. Therefore, in order to guarantee fair exploration, the probability with which the DU mode is chosen should be higher than the probability with which the SM mode is chosen. This observation led us to use DU and SM instead of a single value . Currently DU = 0.01 and SM = 0.1, which could be interpreted as follows: due to a higher resource cost of choosing the SM mode over the DU mode, the latter is chosen 10 times more frequently. As shown in Section 5, the system works very well with these values, but by using abort rate, these values can be easily set to reflect the true cost of an execution attempt.
There are few substantial differences between the definition of the original problem of multi-armed bandit problem and our case. Firstly, in the original problem the probability distributions of rewards in slot machines do not change and thus the strategy must account for all previous plays. HybML must be able to adjust to changing environment (e.g., workload) and thus it relies on moving medians. Most importantly, however, we treat choosing an optimal execution mode for any class independently, i.e., as a separate instance of the multi-armed bandit problem. In reality the decisions made by HybML for different classes of trans-actions are (indirectly) inter-dependent. It is because the reward returned after a transaction commits or aborts does not reflect solely the accuracy of the decision made by HybML, but it also entails the current load of the system. The load of the system naturally depends on all transactions running concurrently and thus indirectly on the decisions made by HybML for transactions of different classes. Note that if we were to reflect the inter-dependency between decisions made for different classes (in the form of a context as in the contextual multi-armed bandit problem [67] ), the scheme would get extremely complicated and in practice it would never converge.
Implementation details
Although the idea behind HybML seems simple, implementing it in a way that it works reliably was far from easy. It is mainly because of the characteristics of workloads we consider in conjunction with quirks of JVM that we had to deal with, provided that Paxos STM is written in Java.
The biggest challenge we faced was to accurately measure the duration of transaction execution. In particular, we were interested in obtaining faithful measurements on the time spent by the main thread of HTR on handling SM and DU transactions. When network is not saturated, the main thread becomes the bottleneck because it serializes execution of SM transactions with certification of DU transactions and is also responsible for applying transaction updates to the local state. 4 The CPU times we measure (using the ThreadMXBean interface) are in orders of microseconds, which means that we can expect a large error. The instability of measurements is further amplified by the way Java threads are handled by JVM. In JVM, Java threads do not correspond directly to the low-level threads of the operating system (OS) and thus the same low-level OS thread which, e.g., executes transactions, can be also responsible for performing other tasks for the JVM such as garbage collecting unused objects every once in a while. 5 As a result, we often observed measurements that were up to 3 orders of magnitude higher than the typical ones. As we were unable to obtain consistent averages using relatively small windows (necessary to quickly adopt to changing conditions), we resorted to moving medians, which are less sensitive to outliers.
EVALUATION
In this section, we present the results of the empirical study of the HTR scheme. To this end we compare the performance of HTR using HybML with the performance of HTR running with the DU or SM oracles, which execute all updating requests in either the DU mode or the SM mode. As we explained in Section 4.6, HybML optimizes 4 . Note that parallelising operations in this thread does not necessarily result in better performance. It is because even for large transactions the cost of transaction certification or applying updates is comparable to the time required for completing a memory barrier, action which is necessary in order to preserve consistency (in the pseudocode, the memory barrier happens prior acquiring the lock and once it is released, lines 56, 59, 81, 84; the core of Paxos STM uses no locks but relies on memory barriers triggered by accessing volatile variables).
5. Our testing environment does not allow us to use low-level JNI code for enabling thread affinity in Java. the usage of network or CPU, depending on which is the current bottleneck. Since avoiding network saturation is relatively simple, because it entails choosing the execution mode which results in smaller messages being broadcast, we focus on the more challenging scenario in which the processing power of the CPUs is the limiting factor. Under this scenario, we have to consider a much wider set of variables such as transaction execution and commit times, contention levels, shared object access patterns, etc.
Software and environment
We conducted tests using HTR-enabled Paxos STM, our fault-tolerant object based DTM system written in Java which we featured in our previous work (see, e.g., [4] [9] [5] ). Paxos STM relies on a fast implementation of TOB based on Paxos [33] and implements optimizations such as multiversioning and early conflict detection (see also Sections 2.2 and 3.4).
We run Paxos STM in a cluster of 20 nodes connected via 16Gb Ethernet over Infiniband. Each node had 28-core Intel E5-2697 v3 2.60GHz processor 64GB RAM and was running Scientific Linux CERN 6.7 with Java HotSpot 1.8.0.
Benchmarks
In order to test the HTR scheme, we extended the hashtable microbenchmark, which we used in [4] and [5] . The benchmark features a hashtable of size h, storing pairs of key and value accessed using the get, put, and remove operations. A run of this benchmark consists of a load of requests (transactions) which are issued to the hashtable, each consisting of a series of get operations on a randomly chosen keys and then a series of update operations (either put or remove). Initially, the hashtable is prepopulated with h 2 random integer values from a defined range, thus giving the saturation of 50%. This saturation level is always preserved: if a randomly chosen key points at an empty element, a new value is inserted; otherwise, the element is removed.
In the current implementation of the benchmark, we can adjust several parameters for each class of transactions independently and at run-time. The parameters include, among others, the number of read and write operations, the subrange of the hashmap from which the keys are chosen, access pattern (random keys or a continuous range of keys) and the duration of the additional sleep operation, which is invoked during transaction execution in order to simulate computation heavy workload. By varying these parameters and the ratio of concurrently executing transactions of different classes, we can generate diverse workloads, which differ in CPU and network usage and are characterised by changing contention levels.
We consider three test scenarios: Simple, Complex and Complex-Live. We use the first two scenarios to evaluate the throughput (measured in requests per second) and scalability of our system. The latter scenario is essentially the Complex scenario, whose parameters are changed several times throughout the test. We use the Complex-Live scenario to demonstrate the ability of HybML to adjust to changing conditions at run-time (we show the throughput of HTR in the function of time). For each scenario we define from 2 up to 11 classes of transactions, whose parameters are summarized in Figure 1) . We have chosen the parameters so that one can observe the strong and weak aspects of HTR running with either the DU or SM oracle. This way we can demonstrate HybML's ability to adapt to different conditions. In order to utilize the processing power of the system across different cluster configurations, we increase the number of requests concurrently submitted to the system with the increasing number of replicas.
Benchmark results
In Figures 2, 3 and 4 we present the test results of HTR. Below we discuss the test results in detail.
The Simple Scenario
In this scenario, for which the test results are given in Figure 2a , there are only two classes of transactions (T 0 and T 1 ), which operate on a hashmap of size h=600k. T 0 transactions (i.e., transactions, which belong to the T 0 class) are read-only and execute 2500 read operations in each run. T 1 transactions perform 300 read and 5 updating operations. The ratio between transactions T 0 and T 1 is 90:10.
In this scenario the throughput of HTR running with the SM oracle remains constant across all cluster configurations. It is because the execution of all T 1 transactions needs to be serialized in the main thread of HTR, which quickly becomes the bottleneck. The throughput of 150k tps (transactions per second), achieved already for 4 nodes, indicates the limit on the number of transactions that the system can handle in any given moment. Also, the transactions executed in the SM mode never abort, thus the abort rate is zero.
In the case of HTR running with the DU oracle, with the increasing number of replicas, the throughput first increases, then, after reaching maximum for 5 replicas, slowly diminishes. The initial scaling of performance can be attributed to increasing processing power that comes with a higher number of replicas taking part in the computation. In the 5 node configuration, the peak performance of HTR running with the DU oracle is achieved. As in case of the SM oracle, the main thread of HTR becomes saturated and cannot process any more messages which carry state updates. Naturally, with the increasing number of concurrently executed transactions, one can observe the raising number of transactions aborted due to conflicts. Therefore, adding more replicas results in diminishing performance. The abort rate of almost 40% in the 20 node cluster configuration means that every updating transaction is on average executed 7.5 times before it eventually commits.
The HybML oracle takes advantage of the scaling capabilities of DUR for smaller cluster configurations-the performance yielded by HybML is on par with the performance of the DU oracle, because HybML always chooses the DU mode for all updating transactions. From 10 nodes upwards, the performance of the DU oracle drops below the performance of the SM oracle. The 10-12 node configurations are problematic for the HybML oracle, because the relative difference in performance of DU and SM modes is modest, and thus it is difficult for the oracle to make an optimal decision. This is why we can observe that HybML still chooses the DU mode for the T 1 transactions, instead of SM. Then, however, the differences start to increase, and HybML begins to favour the SM mode over the DU mode for the T 1 transactions (see the third diagram in Figure 2a , which shows the dominant execution mode for each class in HybML; different colours signify the relative ratio between executions in the DU and the SM modes). Eventually (from the 15 node configuration upwards), HybML always chooses the SM mode thus yielding the same performance as the SM oracle.
The Complex Scenario
In the Complex scenario, for which the evaluation results are given in Figure 2b , there is only one class of read-only transactions (T 0 , the same as in the Simple scenario) and 10 classes of updating transactions (T 1 -T 10 ). Each updating transaction has the same likelihood of being chosen and each performs 200 read and 5 update operations. However, for each class we assign a disjoint subrange of the hashmap. It means that each (updating) transaction from a given class can only conflict with transactions, which belong to the same class. Because the sizes of subranges are different for every class of transaction, the contention levels for each class will greatly differ: they would be lowest for transaction T 1 (whose range encompasses 5.12M keys) and highest for T 10 (whose range encompasses just 10k keys). The exact values of the subranges are given in Figure 1 ).
As in case of the Simple scenario, in the Complex scenario the DU oracle first yields better performance than the SM oracle. The highest throughput of about 200k tps is achieved by the DU oracle for the 8 nodes configuration, while the performance of the SM oracle levels at about 160k tps. Note that for the 3-5 nodes configuration, the SM oracle performance scales. It is because in the Complex scenario the updating transactions are shorter than in the Simple scenario. Therefore, in order to saturate the main thread of HTR, more concurrently submitted requests are needed (the thread becomes saturated in the 5 nodes configuration).
For larger cluster configurations, the performance of the DU oracle degrades due to the rising number of conflicts. As a result, the performance of the DU oracle drops below the performance of the SM oracle for the 15 nodes configuration.
Note that the abort rate levels, which we can observe for the DU oracle, are very similar to the ones we saw in the Simple scenario. However, there are significant differences between the relative abort rates measured for each transaction class independently. For instance, for the 20 node configuration, the abort rate is about 4% for T 1 and over 99% for T 10 (in the latter case a transaction is on average aborted 150 times before it eventually commits).
In this scenario, HybML demonstrates its ability to adjust to the workload and achieves performance that is up to 40% higher than the DU oracle's and up to 75% higher than the SM oracle's. This impressive improvement in performance justifies our ML-based approach. The plot show that HybML maintains a relatively low abort rate of about 7-8% across all cluster configurations. One can see that the higher number of concurrently executed transactions, the higher percentage of transactions is executed by HybML in the SM mode thus keeping contention levels low. Naturally, HybML chooses the SM mode first for the T 10 transactions, for which the contention level is the highest. Then, gradually, HybML Simple   probability  90  10  reads  2500  300  updates  0  5  range  600k  600k   Complex   probability  90  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  reads  2500  200  200  200  200  200  200 200 200 200 200  updates  0  5  5  5  5  5  5  5  5  5  5 chooses the SM mode also for transactions, which belong to classes T 9 , T 8 and also T 7 . For other transactions the cost of execution in the DU mode is still lower than the cost of execution in the SM mode, and thus HybML always chooses for these transactions the DU mode, regardless of the cluster configuration.
In order to check the consequences of providing HybML with an inaccurate classification of transactions, we purposefully marked some percentage of updating transactions with a random number corresponding to some other class. The results of this experiment are given in Figure 3 . Naturally, as a baseline we used the performance of HybML from the previous test. Understandably, with 10% or 30% of incorrectly marked transactions (HybML 10% error and HybML 30% error in the Figure) , HybML still performs better than either the DU or SM oracles but not as fast as previously (the performance for the 10% and 30% mistake scenarios peaked at 240k tps and 200k tps, respectively). This result indicates that HybML gracefully handles even quite significant errors in the classification provided by the programmer.
The Complex-Live scenario
In the Complex-Live scenario we demonstrate the ability of HybML to adapt in real-time to changing conditions. To this end we consider the system consisting of 9 nodes and a workload identical with the one from the Complex scenario, which we then change several times during a 1000 seconds run. A plot showing the throughput of HTR with different oracles is given in Figure 4 . One can see that in all cases the HybML oracle gives better performance than either the DU or SM oracles and almost instantly reacts to changes of the workload.
During the first 200 seconds the observed performance matches the results from the Complex scenario. The throughput fluctuates a little bit because of the garbage collector, which periodically removes unused objects from memory. 6 Towards the 200th second the throughput slightly decreases as garbage collecting becomes regular.
In the 200th second we change the parameters of the benchmark, so now each updating transaction performs twice the number of read and updating operations as before (see Complex-Live b scenario in Figure 1 ). The performance of the system decreases, because such a change results in longer transaction execution times and larger messages. HybML performs 70% better than the SM oracle and over 50% better than the DU oracle.
Between the 400th and 600th second, the benchmark parameters are the same as in the Complex scenario but the execution of each updating transaction is prolonged with 0.1 ms sleep thus simulating a computation heavy workload. Naturally, such workload is troublesome for the SM oracle, because all updating transactions are executed sequentially. The additional 0.1 ms sleep is handled well by the system when transactions are executed in the DU mode, because transaction execute in parallel. HybML achieves about 15% better performance than the DU oracle, as it allows about 75% of the T 10 transactions (which are most likely to be aborted due to conflicts) to be executed in the SM mode, thus reducing the abort rate and saving on transaction reexecutions.
The change to the benchmark parameters in the 600th second involves reducing two times the size of the hashmap subrange for each class. This way the updating transactions, which perform the same number of read and updating operations as in the Complex scenario, are much more likely to abort due to conflicts. This change is reflected by a steep decrease in performance of the DU oracle. On the other hand, the performance of the SM oracle is almost the same as in the Complex scenario, because execution of all updating transactions takes the same amount of work as in the Complex scenario. Smaller subranges impact only data locality, which is now better and thus translates into 6 . Executing a transaction in the DU mode results in more noticeable overhead due to the garbage collector. Hence, one can observe bigger fluctuations in throughput for the DU and HybML oracles compared to the SM oracle. a slightly better performance. Stunningly, the performance of HybML is almost the same as in the Complex scenario: HybML automatically started to execute a higher percentage of updating transactions in the SM mode thus keeping the abort rate low. The achieved throughput is over 65% better than with the DU oracle and over 50% than with the SM oracle.
The last 200 seconds of the test is performed with the parameters from the Complex scenario. HybML quickly relearns the workload and starts to perform as in the first 200s of the test.
Evaluation Summary
We tested the HTR scheme with three oracles: DU, SM and HybML. The DU and SM oracles execute all updating transactions either in the DU or SM mode. Therefore, a system using these oracles resembles an implementation of DUR (see Section 3.3) and an implementation of the optimized version of SMR, which allows read-only requests to be executed in parallel. Unlike the DU and SM oracles, the HybML oracle mixes transaction execution modes to achieve better performance and scalability (as evidenced by Figure 2 ). Our tests show that HybML provides performance that is at least as good as with either DU or SM (when the difference in performance between the system running with the DU or SM oracles is large enough) and often exceeds it by up to 50-70% across a wide range of cluster configurations and types of workload. HybML avoids the pitfalls of either SMR and DUR and handles very well the workloads that are notoriously problematic for either replication scheme (i.e., computation intensive workloads in SMR and workloads characterised by high contention levels in DUR).
We also demonstrated HybML's ability to quickly adjust to changing conditions. The automatic adaptation to a new workload type happens smoothly and almost instantly, without even temporary degradation of performance, compared to the performance under stable conditions (see Figure 4) . All the benefits of the HTR scheme running with the HybML oracle require only minimal input from the programmer, which involves providing a rough classification of transactions submitted to the system. Slight inaccuracies in the classification do not heavily impact the performance achieved by HTR running with HybML.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented and evaluated Hybrid Transactional Replication, a novel scheme for replication of services. The two transaction execution modes that are used in HTR, i.e., deferred update and state machine, complement each other. The DU mode allows for parallelism in transaction execution, while the SM mode provides abort-free transactions which are useful to deal with irrevocable operations and transactions generating high contention. Dynamic switching between the modes enables HTR to perform well under a wide range of workloads, which is not possible for either of the schemes independently.
The test results indicate the viability of our ML-based approach to determining an optimal execution mode for each transaction run. Not only HTR with ML-based oracles achieves good performance under various workloads, but it can also dynamically adapt to changing conditions. This desirable behaviour of HTR does not come at the cost of weaker guarantees for clients: as we formally prove, HTR offers strong consistency guarantees akin to those provided by other popular transactional replication schemes such as Deferred Update Replication. This makes HTR a truly versatile solution.
APPENDIX
This supplemental material is an appendix of the paper: Hybrid Replication: State-Machine-based and Deferred-Update Replication Schemes Combined, containing the proofs of lemmas and theorems. See the manuscript and [7] for the definition of terms and symbols that appear in the proofs below.
APPENDIX A THE CORRECTNESS OF HTR
Below we consider only t-histories of HTR, i.e., histories limited to events that are related to operations on t-objects (texec operations) and controlling the flow of transactions such as commit and abort events (tryC and tryA operations, respectively). In this sense, we treat the implementation of HTR as some TM object M , and reason about t-histories H|M . Proof. Trivially, every t-history of DUR is also a valid thistory of HTR (transactions in DUR are handled exactly the same as DU transactions in HTR. Since DUR does not satisfy write-real-time opacity [7] , neither does HTR.
Corollary 1. Hybrid Transactional Replication does not satisfy real-time opacity.
Proof. The proof follows directly from Theorem 1 and definitions of write-real-time opacity and real-time opacity (real-time opacity is strictly stronger than write-real-time opacity).
In the following propositions by state of some process p i we understand the combined state of all t-objects maintained by p i and the current values of LC and Log that p i holds (but excluding statistics held in transaction descriptors, which do not count as part of the state).
The following proofs in many places are analogous to the proofs from of [7] , where we showed that DUR satisfies update-real-time opacity. Proposition 1. Let k a · k b and k a · k b be such that:
1) k a is a certification of a DU transaction whose transaction descriptor has been delivered using TOB and k b is modifying the system's state afterwards, 2) k a is an execution of an SM transaction and k b is modifying the system's state afterwards.
Let K 1 be either k a · k b or k a · k b , and K 2 also be either k a · k b or k a · k b but K 1 and K 2 pertain to different transactions. For any process p i executing HTR, K 1 and K 2 never interleave, and changes to the state of p i happen atomically only after k b .
Proof. The state of any p i changes only if the value of LC , Log or any t-object changes (k b ). This can happen only when p i delivers a message through TOB, i.e., either when p i processes a transaction descriptor of a DU transaction (k a · k b , lines [56] [57] [58] [59] or when p i processes a request which then p i executes as an SM transaction (k a · k b , lines 81-84). p i can process only one message at a time (these messages are processed as non-preemptable events). Therefore, both K 1 and K 2 happen atomically and sequentially to each other.
Proposition 2.
Let p i be a process executing HTR. Let t be a transaction descriptor of a DU transaction delivered using TOB by p i and let S be the state of p i at the moment of delivery. Let S be the state of p i after p i certifies and (possibly) updates its state, Log i be the log of p i in state S and t i be the value of t such that t i ∈ Log i in case of successful certification of the transaction. Then for every process p j in state S, if p j delivers t using TOB, then p j moves to state S .
Proof. By Proposition 1, the state of p k does not change throughout certification of a DU transaction (whose transaction descriptor has been delivered) and applying the updates produced by the transaction. Since the certification procedure (line 7) is deterministic and the values of the Log variables are equal between processes (except for the statistics field which is not used by the procedure), the procedure yields the same result. If the outcome is negative, neither process changes its state (line 55). Otherwise, both processes increment LC to the same value (line 56), assign LC 's current value to the end field of the transaction descriptors (line 57, the value of LC could not change during processing of the transaction descriptor). Next, processes append the transaction descriptors to the Log (line 58) and then apply t.updates (line 59). Therefore both processes move to the same state S .
Proposition 3.
Let p i be a process executing HTR. Let r be a request delivered using TOB by p i , let S be the state of p i at the moment of delivery of r and S be the state of p i after execution of r as an SM transaction T k with transaction descriptor t k . For every process p j in state S, if p j delivers r using TOB then execution of r as an SM transaction T l (with transaction descriptor t l ) by p j yields state S of p j and t k = t l (except for the statistics field).
Proof. By Proposition 1, the state of p k does not change throughout execution of an SM transaction and applying the updates produced by the transaction.
The values of t k .id and t l .id are equal, since processes assign to the id field a value which deterministically depends on r.id (line 70).
Since both p i and p j start execution of r from the same state, the current values of their LC variables are equal. Hence, t k .start = t l .start (line 71).
During execution of an SM transaction nothing is ever added to readset (line 75). Therefore t k .readset = t l .readset = ∅.
Since HTR assumes that only a request with deterministic prog can be executed as an SM transaction, r.prog must be deterministic. Both processes execute r.prog with the same r.args (line 73) and operate on the same state S which does not change throughout the execution of r.prog. Moreover, all updates produced by the transactions are stored in the updates sets (line 77). Therefore t l .updates = t k .updates.
Also t k .end = t l .end . If T k and T l are read-only (t k .updates = t l .updates = ∅), the initial values of t k .end and t l .end do not change. Otherwise, both processes increment LC and assign its current value to the end fields (line 81, the value of LC could not change during the execution of SM transactions).
Because t k .id = t l .id , t k .start = t l .start, t k .readset = t l .readset, t k .updates = t l .updates, and t k .end = t l .end , we gather that t k = t l (except for the statistics field). If both transactions are updating, p i adds t k to p i 's Log and p j adds t l to p j 's Log. Then, both processes apply all updates from the respective transaction descriptors. Thus both processes move to the same state, i.e., S . k is the state after the k-th message was delivered using TOB and processed by p i . For every pair of processes p i and p j either S(i) is a prefix of S(j) or S(j) is a prefix of S(i).
Proof. We prove the proposition by a contradiction. Let us assume that S(i) and S(j) differ on position k (and k is the lowest number for which S Since
, the receipt of the k-th message m k (which is equal for both processes thanks to the use of TOB) and processing it must have resulted in a different change to LC , Log or values of some (or all) t-objects at both processes. We have two cases to consider: 1) Message m k is a transaction descriptor of a DU transaction (line 54). Both processes are in the same state S k−1 and process the same transaction descriptor. Therefore, by Proposition 2, both processes move to the same state S k , a contradiction. 2) Message m k is a request to be executed as an SM transaction (line 62). Both processes are in the same state S k−1 and execute the same request as SM transactions. Therefore, by Proposition 3, both processes move to the same state S k , a contradiction.
Since both cases yield a contradiction, the assumption is false. Therefore either S(i) is a prefix of S(j), or S(j) is a prefix of S(i).
We know that all communication between processes in HTR happens through TOB. It means that all processes deliver all messages in the same order. If the message is a request forwarded by some process to be executed as an SM transaction, then every process delivers this request while being in the same state (by Proposition 4). Then, all processes execute the request as different SM transactions but end up with transaction descriptors of the same exact value (except for the statistics field, by Proposition 3). Therefore, processes need not to disseminate the transaction descriptors after they complete the transaction execution (as in case of a DU transaction). Instead, processes may promptly apply the updates from the transaction descriptors to their state. It all means that executing a request as multiple SM transactions across the whole system is equivalent to execution of the request only once and then distributing the resulting updates to all processes. Also, unless a request must be executed in the SM mode (because it performs some irrevocable operations), client has no knowledge which execution mode was chosen to execute his request.
The way HTR handles SM transactions means that HTR does not exactly fit the model of (update-real-time) opacity which requires that updates produced by every committed transaction must be accounted for. Therefore, unless the SM transactions resulting from execution of the same request did not perform any modifications or rolled back on demand, it is impossible to construct a t-sequential thistory S in which every transaction is t-legal. However, since we proved that execution of multiple SM transactions regarding the same request is equivalent to execution of a single one, we can propose the following mapping of thistories, which we call SMreduce. Roughly speaking, under the SMreduce mapping of some t-history of HTR, for any group of SM transactions regarding the same request r, such that the processes that executed the transactions applied the updates produced by the transactions, we allow only the first transaction of the group to commit in the t-history; other appear aborted in the transformed t-history. Now let us give a formal definition of the SMreduce mapping. Let H be a t-history of HTR and let SMmode be a predicate such that for any transaction T k in H, SMmode(T k ) is true if T k was executed as a SM transaction in H. Otherwise SMmode(T k ) is false. Then, let H = SMreduce(H) be a t-history constructed by changing H in the following way. For any event e in H such that:
• e = resp i (C k ) is a response event of an operation execution M.tryC (T k ) → i C k for some transaction T k and process p i , and
• SMmode(T k ) is true (and r is the request whose execution resulted in T k ), and • T k is not the first completed transaction in H which resulted from execution of r in the SM mode, replace e in H with e = resp i (A k ). We say that H is an SMreduced t-history of HTR.
Proposition 5.
Let H by an SMreduced t-history of HTR. Let T k be an updating committed transaction in H such that t k is the transaction descriptor of T k . Then, any process replicates t k (excluding the statistics field) in its Log as LC on this process reaches t k .end (both actions happen atomically, i.e., in a lock statement).
Proof. From Proposition 4 we know that all processes move through the same sequence of states as a result of delivering messages using TOB. Let S be the state of any (correct) process immediately before delivering and processing a message m such that processing of m results in applying updates produced by T k to the system's state (we know that T k is an updating committed transaction, thus t k .updates = ∅). We have two cases to consider: 1) T k is a DU transaction. Then, by Proposition 2, upon delivery of m any process p i updates its state in the same way and the new state includes a transaction descriptor t k = t k such that t k is in Log of p i . The value of t k .end is equal to the current value of LC on p i because in the same lock statement LC is first incremented and then its current value is assigned to t i .end (lines 56-59). 2) T k is an SM transaction. Then, upon delivery of m any process p i executes the request received in m as an SM transaction T k (T k may or may not be equal T k ) with transaction descriptor t k . After T k finishes its execution, inside the same lock statement p i increments the value of its LC , appends t k to its Log and applies updates produced by T k (lines 81-84). By Proposition 3, t k = t k (except for the statistics field). Note that by definition of SMreduce, every transaction T k = T k such that T k is executed as a result of receipt of m, T k is aborted (which means that updates of a committed SM transaction are in fact applied only once by every process).
This way for both cases we gather that t k is replicated in the Log on any process as LC on this process reaches t k .end .
Proposition 6.
Let H be an SMreduced t-history of HTR. For any two updating committed transactions T i , T j ∈ H and their transaction descriptors t i and t j , if
Proof. From the assumption that T i ≺ r H T j , we know that T i is committed and the first event of T j appears in H after the last event of T i (the commit of T i ). It means that tryC (T j ) was invoked after the commit of T i . Now we have four cases to consider: 1) T i and T j are DU transactions. Since tryC (T j ) is invoked after the commit of T i , t j was broadcast (using TOB) after t i is delivered by the process that executed T i . Hence, any process can deliver t j only after t i . Since LC increases monotonically (line 56) and its current value is assigned to the end field of a transaction descriptor (line 57), on every process t i .end < t j .end . 2) T i is a DU transaction and T j is an SM transaction (whose execution resulted from delivery of request r using TOB). Since T j is committed, by definition of SMreduce, T j is the first SM transaction in H to complete and such that T j 's execution resulted from delivery of r. It means that there does not exist an SM transaction T j on the process that executes T i , whose execution resulted from delivery of request r and which completed before T j did. Since T i commits before T j , T i has to commit before any transaction T j (whose execution also results from delivery of r) completes. By Proposition 1, T i 's certification and commit and T j 's execution do not interleave. It means that T j must have started after T i committed. Then T i must have incremented LC before T j started (line 56) and so t i .end < t j .end , where t j is the transaction descriptor of T j . By Proposition 3, t j = t j . Therefore t i .end < t j .end . 3) T i is an SM transaction (whose execution resulted from delivery of request r using TOB) and T j is a DU transaction. Since tryC (T j ) was invoked after the commit of T i , t j was broadcast (using TOB) later than r was delivered by the process that executes T i . Therefore, this process can only deliver t j after handling r and executing T i . By properties of TOB, the process that executes T j can also deliver t j after delivery of r. Therefore, the process that executes T j had to deliver r, execute an SM transaction T i (with transaction descriptor t i ) and modify the system's state afterwards but before T j started (by Proposition 1). Since LC increases monotonically (line 81), t i .end < t j .end . By Proposition 3, t i = t i , thus t i .end = t i .end . Therefore t i .end < t j .end . 4) T i and T j are SM transactions (whose execution resulted from delivery using TOB of requests r and r , respectively). By properties of TOB, r and r had to be delivered by any process in the same order. We now show that r must be delivered by TOB before r . Assume otherwise. Then, the process that executes T i delivers r prior to execution of T i . As a result, the process executes an SM transaction T j which produces the same results as T j (by Proposition 3). By Proposition 1, T j must complete before T i starts. Then, T j ≺ r H T i . By definition of SMreduce, we know that T j is the first SM transaction to complete in H, such that T j 's execution resulted from delivery of r . Therefore T j must have completed before T j . It means that T j ≺ r H T i , a contradiction. Therefore r must be delivered by TOB prior to r . Since the process that executes T j must have delivered r before delivering r , the process must have executed an SM transaction T i prior to T j such that the execution of T i resulted from delivery of r. By Proposition 1, T i completes before T j starts. Since LC increases monotonically (line 81), t i .end < t j .end , where t i is the transaction descriptor of T i . By Proposition 3, t i = t i , thus t i .end = t i .end . Therefore t i .end < t j .end .
Proposition 7.
Let H by an SMreduced t-history of HTR. Let T i and T j be two transactions in H executed by some process p l and let t i and t j be transaction descriptors of T i and T j , respectively.
Proof. From the assumption that T i ≺ r H T j and both are executed by the same process p l , we know that T i is completed and the first event of T j appears in H after the last event of T i . Therefore p l assigns the current value of LC to t i .start before it does so for t j .start (in line 26 and line 71, if T i is a DU or SM transaction, respectively). The value of LC increases monotonically (lines 56 and 81, the values of LC correspond to commits of updating transactions). Therefore t i .start ≤ t j .start.
Proposition 8.
Let H be an SMreduced t-history of HTR and let r = x.read → v be a read operation on some t-object x ∈ Q performed by some transaction T k in H. If T k did not perform any write operations on x prior to r then either there exists a transaction T i that performed x.write(v) → ok and committed before r returns, or (if there is no such transaction T i ) v is equal to the initial value of x.
Proof. From the assumption that T k did not perform any write operations on x prior to r, we know that the value of x is retrieved from the system state (line 5). The value of x is updated on the process that executes T k only in two cases: 1) A transaction descriptor t i of an committed updating DU transaction T i is delivered using TOB. Then t i .updates are used to modify x in the system's state of the process that executes T k (line 59). Before commit, T i stores the modified values of t-objects in the updates set of the transaction descriptor of T i . The only possibility that a new value of x is stored in the updates set is upon write operation on x (line 36). Then T i = T i thus satisfying the Proposition. 2) An updating SM transaction T i (whose execution resulted from delivery of a request r i using TOB) modified x upon applying the updates it produced (line 84); T i is executed by the same process that executes T k . Before that, during execution, T i stores the modified values of t-objects in the updates sets of T i 's transaction descriptor. The only possibility that a new value of x is stored in the updates set is upon write operation on x (line 77). Now, because H is SMreduced there are two cases to consider. In the first case T i is committed. Then T i = T i thus satisfying the Proposition. In the second case T i is aborted. However, from definition of SMreduce, we know that there exists a committed SM transaction T i whose execution resulted from delivery of r i , such that T i committed before T i completed (and therefore also prior to r). The transaction descriptor of T i is equivalent to the transaction descriptor of T i (except for the statistics, by Proposition 3). Then, when T k performs r, the system's state contains the updates produced by T i , i.e., it contains also v as the current value of x. On the other hand, if the value of x in the system was never updated (through line 59 or 84), the initial value of x is returned (line 5).
Proposition 9.
Let H be an (SMreduced) t-history of HTR and T k (with a transaction descriptor t k ) be some transaction in H. If there exists a t-object x ∈ Q, such that T k performs a read operation r = x.read → v and T k executed earlier at least one write operation on x, where w = x.write(v ) → ok is the last such an operation before r, then v = v .
Proof. Upon execution of w, if there were no prior write operations on x in T k then a pair (x, v ) is added to t k .updates; otherwise, the current pair (x, v") is substituted by (x, v ) in t k .updates (line 36 or line 77, if T k is a DU or an SM transaction, respectively). Then v would be returned upon execution of r (line 34 and then 4), unless T k aborts. This may only happen if T k is a DU transaction and T k aborted due to a conflict with other transaction (line 33). However, then r would not return any value. Therefore v = v and indeed v was assigned to x by the last write operation on x in T k before r. Proof. In order to prove that HTR satisfies update-real-time opacity under SMreduce, we have to show that every SMreduced finite t-history produced by HTR is final-state updatereal-time opaque (by Corollary 1 of [7] ). In other words, we have to show that for every SMreduced finite t-history H produced by HTR, there exists a t-sequential t-history S equivalent to some completion of H, such that S respects the update-real-time order of H and every transaction T k in S is legal in S. Part 1. Construction of a t-sequential t-history S that is equivalent to a completion of H.
Let us first construct a t-completionH of H. We start withH = H. Next, for each live transaction T k in H performed by process p i , we append some event toH according to the following rules:
• if T k is not commit-pending and the last event of T k is an invocation of some operation, append resp i (A k ),
• if T k is not commit-pending and the last event of T k is a response event to some operation, append tryA(T k ) → i A k ,
• if T k is commit pending and T k is an SM transaction, then append resp i (A k ),
• if T k is commit pending and T k is a DU transaction with a transaction descriptor t k , then if t k was delivered using TOB by some process p j and p j successfully certified T k , then append resp i (C k ), otherwise append resp i (A k ). Now we show that for each committed updating transaction T k there exists a unique value which corresponds to this transaction. This value is equal to the value of the end field of T k 's transaction descriptor when the updates of T k are applied (on any process), as we show by a contradiction. Let T i and T j be two updating committed transactions with transaction descriptors t i and t j , respectively. T i and T j result from delivery of some requests r i and r j (T i and T j may be DU or SM transactions). Assume that T i = T j , t i .end = v, t j .end = v , but v = v . If T i is a DU transaction, then t i is broadcast using TOB to all processes in a message m i (line 43). If T i is an SM transaction, then the request r i is broadcast using TOB prior to execution of T i in a message m i (line 29). Analogically for T j , message m j contains either t j or r j . Since both transactions are updating committed, both m i and m j had to be delivered by some processes. By properties of TOB, we know that there exists a process p that delivers both m i and m j . Without loss of generality, let us assume that p delivers m i before m j . By Proposition 1, we know that processing of m i and m j cannot interleave (irrespective of the modes of the transactions) and the updates of t i and t j on p are applied in the order of delivery of m i and m j . Every time p updates its state, p first increments LC (line 56 or 81) and then assigns its value to the end field of the currently processed transaction descriptor (line 57 or 82). Therefore v = v , a contradiction. Moreover, by Proposition 4, all processes deliver m i while being in the same state and then deliver m j while also being in the same state. Therefore the values of LC (and matching end fields of transaction descriptors of updating committed transactions) are the same on every process when processing updates of T i and T j . Thus, the value of the end field of a transaction descriptor of a committed updating transaction uniquely identifies the transaction. Therefore, vis does not satisfy the sequential specification of x, if there exists an operation r = x.read → v in T j such that v is not the most recently written value to x in vis. Then, either v = v is the initial value of x or there exists an operation w = x.write(v ) → ok in vis such that w is the most recent write operation on x in vis prior to r.
By definition of visible S (T j ), instead of considering thistory vis, we can simply operate on S while excluding from consideration any write operations performed by all aborted transactions in S.
Let us first assume that x was not modified prior to r, i.e., there is no write operation execution on x in S (and in vis) prior to r. Then, trivially, v has to be equal to the initial value of x (by Proposition 8), a contradiction.
Therefore, there exists a transaction T i (with transaction descriptor t i ) which executes w. First, assume that T i = T j . Given that w is executed prior to r, from Proposition 9, v = v , a contradiction. Therefore T i = T j .
Since we require that w is in vis, T i must be a committed updating transaction and T i ≺ r S T j . Now we show that t i .end ≤ t j .start. We have two cases to consider: 1) T j is an aborted or read-only transaction in S. By construction of S, there exists a committed updating transaction T l (with transaction descriptor t l ) such that T l ≺ r S T j and t l .end = t j .start. Because both T i and T l are committed updating transactions in S, either T l ≺ r S T i , T i ≺ r S T l or T i = T l . By construction of S, between T l and T j there must be no committed updating transactions. If T l ≺ r S T i then T i must appear after T j in S. However, it is impossible since T i ≺ r S T j , a contradiction. Then, either T i = T l or T i ≺ r S T l . In the first case, t i .end = t l .end . In the second case, t i .end < t l .end (by Proposition 6). Since t l .end = t j .start, t i .end ≤ t j .start. 2) T j is a committed updating transaction in S. By Proposition 6, t i .end < t j .end . Now we have additional two cases to consider: a) T j is a DU transaction. By Proposition 5, we know that t i is replicated in Log of p (process that executes T j ) by the time the value of LC on that process reaches t i .end . Since T j is a committed updating transaction, it has to pass the certification test (line 7). This test takes place as late as the commit of T j (line 55). Since the commit sets the value of LC to t j .end (line 57), the certification takes place when LC = t j .end − 1. Since t i .end < t j .end , t i .end ≤ t j .end − 1. This means that t i is already replicated in the Log of p when certification happens. We know that x ∈ t j .readset and (x, v ) ∈ t i .updates. If t i .end > t j .start, then the certification procedure would compare the T j 's readset against the T i 's updates and return failure, thus aborting T j . But we know that T j is committed. Therefore, t i .end ≤ t j .start. b) T j is an SM transaction. For any committed updating SM transaction T (with transaction descriptor t) the following holds: t.start + 1 = t.end (by Proposition 1, execution of T cannot interleave with execution of another SM transaction or handling of delivery of a transaction descriptor of a DU transaction). Since t i .end < t j .end we know that t i .end < t j .start + 1. Thus t i .end ≤ t j .start.
By Proposition 5 and the fact that t i .end ≤ t j .start, we know that t i is replicated in Log of p (process that executes T j ) before T j starts. It means that inside the same lock statement, LC is incremented (lines 56 and 81) and its value is assigned to t i .end (lines 57 and 82), t i is appended to Log (lines 58 and 83) and t i .updates are applied to the system state (lines 59 and 84). Therefore, the updates of T i are applied to the system state of p before T j starts. Now, unless there is some transaction T k (with transaction descriptor t k ), such that T k modified x, t k .updates are applied to the system's state of p after t i .updates are applied but before r returns, r would have to return v . It is impossible, because we assumed that r returns v = v . Therefore we now consider such T k . We have two cases to consider: 1) T k is a committed updating DU transaction or a committed updating SM transaction executed by p. If t k .updates are indeed applied by p after t i .updates are, then t k .end > t i .end (p increments LC each time p applies updates of some transaction, line 56 or 81). By construction of S, T k would have to appear in S after T i and before r returns. However, then w would not be the most recent write operation on x prior to r in S, a contradiction. 2) T k is an aborted SM transaction executed by p, such that T k 's execution resulted from delivery using TOB of some request r k . Since p applies t k .updates after t i .updates, t k .end > t i .end (lines 56 and 81). By definition of SMreduce, the updates of T k are applied to the system's state of p only if there exists a committed updating transaction T k (with transaction descriptor t k ) whose execution also resulted from delivery of r k . By Proposition 3, t k = t k , and thus t k .end = t k .end . Hence, t k .end > t i .end . By construction of S, it means that T k appears in S after T i and before r returns. However, then w would not be the most recent write operation on x prior to r in S, a contradiction.
Since both cases yield contradiction, the assumption that there exists such transaction T k is false. Therefore r has to return v = v thus concluding the proof by contradiction. Therefore HTR guarantees update-real-time opacity under SMreduce.
